
1. MML0 electric rate restructuring -January 2023 

2. Winter Reliability 2022-23 - explaining the low 
possibility of rolling blackouts in response to an ISO-NE 
emergency "load shed" directive. 
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MMLD Public Information  meeting  December 15, 2022  

Meeting  notes   

To:   Light  Department:  J.  Kowalik,  General  Manager  

Light  Commission:  Commissioners  

From:   Jean-Jacques Yarmoff,  Secretary  

Date:   December 17,  2022  

Re:   MMLD  Public  Meeting  December 15,  2022  

MMLD  Public  Information  meeting  was opened by  Light  Commission  Chair Mike  Hull  at  6:40  pm,  the 

meeting  being  held  both  in  person  and  with  remote access available to  the public.  A  recording  of the  

meeting  is made available to  the public  at  the following  link.  

Participated  in  meeting:  

Light  Department:   General  Manager Joe Kowalik  

Commissioners:   Hull,  Frechette,  Smith,  Wolf  and  Yarmoff  

MMWEC:    Matt  Ide,  Justin  Connell,  Dean Clark  

UFS:    Dawn Lund,  Chris Lund  

The slides projected during  the meeting  are shown below,  together with  the comments of  the General  

Manager,  Joe Kowalik.  

In  this public  meeting,  MMLD  would  like  to  explain  to  Marblehead  residents two topics about  the  

electric  service in  town:   

  A  rate restructure,   

  The low probability  of rolling  blackouts in  an  extreme weather situation.  
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https://transcripts.gotomeeting.com/?utm_source=recordingReadyNotification&utm_medium=email#/s/c8f160e271325c672640472e66855757a4f30845be21fbc22bd110ce35fac516


 
 

 

  

 

 
 

          

         

 

            

        

 

 

 

  

 
 

     

         

       

  

Recognition to Contributors 

• Utility Financial Solutions - Holland, Michigan 
- Dawn Lund 

- Chris Lund 

• MMWEC- Mass. Municipal Wholesale Electric Company
Ludlow, Mass 
- Matt Ide 

- Justin Connell 

- Dean Clark 

Electric Rate Restructuring ... Why? 

1. A way to better align our electric rates with our operating 
expense mix: 
- Base rates to better recover our fixed costs 

- Variable, KWH-based electric energy rates to recover our variable 
wholesale energy costs 

Slide 2 

MMLD would like to recognize the principals from Utility Financial Solutions, a consultancy which has 

helped MMLD with the rate restructure process. They are available during the meeting for any question. 

Further, MMLD would like to thank the team from MMWEC, who have travelled to Marblehead to 

participate in this session, and can give more insight in the energy markets. 

Slide 3 

MMLD and the Light Commission have recognized the imbalance between our base rates and our 

electricity energy rates. The base rates are supposed to cover MMLD fixed costs; the variable energy 

rates reflect the variable wholesale electricity costs that MMLD purchases on the open markets. 
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Base Rate Charges 

• Designed to recover a portion of the fixed distribution costs 
- Meter system operations costs 

- Monthly customer billing costs 

- Customer Service, Engineering, and Management staff 

- New & upgraded service drops 

- Pensions, Benefits, Depreciation expense contributions 

• Nation-wide utility trend today to increase fixed cost customer 
charges to help stabilize revenue. 

• Reduce current rate subsidies to seasonal and variable users. 

MMLD Annual Expenses 2021-23 
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Slide 4 

The base rate covers the fixed portion of our network and the fixed costs for its operation. After many 

years of operations, the unchanged base rate does not cover anymore the fixed costs of MMLD. As a 

result, customers energy rates cross-subsidize the operations of MMLD, which is not appropriate long-

term, and not fair as seasonal users or customers who are only in Marblehead a few months do not pay 

their fair share of the upkeep of the system. While this is a problem that most utilities have nation-wide, 

they are often reluctant to fix the problems. Yet our fixed costs keep increasing: for example, we have 

implemented a vegetation control program to ensure reliability of the lines. We need to ensure the 

rates reflect our fixed costs appropriately. 

Slide 5 

Slide 5 shows the recent and anticipated increases in expenses for MMLD. The increased cost of energy 

caused by the fossil fuels price increase is keeping both MMLD and our colleagues at MMWEC very busy. 

We anticipate these increase in the variable energy costs to continue in 2023. We have been raising 

rates this year, not because of the restructuring, but simply because the price of energy that we 

purchase is increasing tremendously, nearly 40%, mostly this year 2022. 
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MMLD Annual Expenses 2021-2023 
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MMLD 2022 Revenue vs. Expenses 

Comparing Fixed vs Variable Revenue & Expenses 
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Slide 6 

Over the same period of time, the ratio of our fixed costs and variable costs stays roughly the same, with 

energy costs about 2/3 of the total MMLD expenses. 

Slide 7 

But, focusing on year 2022 in this slide, our base rate only represents 3% of our revenues: we are asking 

our energy revenues to do too much. 

The restructuring that will take place in 2023 is meant to rectify this imbalance. It will not increase the 

total revenue, it will shift the blue to a higher percentage of the total revenue. As the Base Rate goes up, 

the Energy Rate will go down correspondingly, for a revenue neutral result. 
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MMLD 2022 Revenue vs Expenses 

Comparing Fixed vs Variable Revenue & Expenses 
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Base Rate Planned Changes 

Total Current 2023 Base 2024 Base 

Customer Oass Customers Base Rate Rate Rate 
Residential 8,915 $4.25 $11.25 $18.50 
Small Commercial 1,268 $5.00 $18.50 $32.25 
Large Commercial 56 $10.00 $61.75 $113.50 
Off Peak Water Heating (G)• 87 $4.25 $8.25 $12.00 
Storage Heating (S)• 10 $4.25 $11.00 $17.75 

•(G) & (S) - Grandfathered rates 

Slide 8 

The plan designed with UFS will be implemented over two years, in 2023 and in 2024. At this stage, the 

board has officially approved the new rates for year 2023 to implement the first phase of the changes. 

Slide 9 

This slide shows the current base rates for several class of services, to Residential Customers, but also to 

Small and Large Commercial customers. We are mainly serving residential customers, and we are all, in 

this room, paying for the fixed costs of MMLD. The other two rates are grandfathered in, so no new 

customers can sign-up for these rates. 

Importantly, the restructure rate study that we have embarked over the last year shows that our system 

was basically fair across the various class of customers, and one class has not been subsidizing the 

service to another class of customers. 

Over the course of the next two years, we will raise the Base Rate from $4.25 currently, to $11.25 in 

2023 and to $18.25 in 2024, for residential customers. Similar increases will apply to the other classes of 

service. 
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Rate Restructuring - Jan 2023 
Impact on Average Customer: 662 kwh/mo 

PPARate PPARate PPARate bte 

tnc:rl!a.51! Increase lncreaS@ Restructure 

lmplemerud Implemented Implemented Plann.cl 
Jan-U Mar-U Au1-u Oct-22 Jan-l3 

MMLD rMid@ntlal n le {kwh) $0.1425 $0.1425 $0.1425 $0.1425 $0.1969 
PPA (wholeiale power cost adjustment) S!UW.l! S!Ll!!lil Sl2.m6!l 

Tot1I ene,ay cost~ kwll)" S0.173S" SO.Ul3S' S0.1985 

AIII resld nti.11 cuSlomer rnonthy energy use - kwh 662 662 662 
avera1e monthly resld@n I ener&Y cost 5114.86 5121.41 5131.41 

Base rate $4.25 $4.25 $4.25 S11 25 
NYPA Hydro credit :il.2i ~ :il.2i :il.2i 

Alferace residential monthly bll S116.86 $123.<18 $133.41 $155.92 $155.90 
"Increase from Jan 20U 5.7" 14.~ 33.4" 33.4" 

Rate 

Restructure 

forKast 
Jlr>-24 

$0.1B95 

SM2Sll 
SO 214S 

662 
$142.00 

S18.SO 

:il.2i 
$158.25 

35.4" 

Slide 10 shows more details, the boxed section of the table highlighting year 2023. 

The first three lines of this table explain the changes in Energy Rates in year 2022, and for the next years. 

In this table, we only show the Residential Customer energy rates. 

The residential energy rate has been fixed at $0.1425 for a long time (shown on the first line), but the 

Total Energy cost residents pay (shown on the third line) varies with the PPA charge (shown on the 

second line), the Purchased Power Adjustment charge. We have had to raise this PPA charge three times 

this year to keep up with the increases in fossil-fuel generated electricity we buy. Given the forecasts we 

receive from MMWEC, we think we are in a good shape going into 2023 and that we will not have to 

raise the PPA further, as long as there are no further major disruptions to the energy markets. But we 

have to recognize that the higher prices of electricity generated by fossil fuels we have observed is here 

to stay and it is highly unlikely that the prices will go down so much that we can expect the PPA to come 

back to 0. 

As we are implementing the rate restructure, we are also “resetting” the PPA to a value that we feel is 

reasonable. Hopefully, we will be able to lower the PPA charge at some point next year if market 

conditions improve. 

Assuming that the price of energy does not change from now into 2024, then the impact of the Rate 

Restructure will be to lower the Total energy cost (per kWh) as highlighted in yellow on the third line. 

From $0.2325 currently, it will go down to $0.2219 in 2023, and down again to $0.2145 in 2024. The 

increases in Base Rates explained in Slide 9 are completely offset by the decrease in Total Energy rates. 

This is shown in the lower part of the table, taking the example of the average Marblehead resident who 

consumes 662 kWh per month. 

This customer pays today a total of: $155.92 for the base rate and the energy purchased. After the rate 

restructure, this customer will pay: $155.90 with the changed base rate and lower energy charge, 

essentially the same amount. 
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Residential Rate Restructuring - Jan 2023 
Impact on a Range of Customers 

PPA!ute llatll PPAR•te ltat■ PPAR•t• !tat• 
lncre•se 114!UNc:ture Increase 114!strvc:ture Inc.rt se 114!slNc:ture 

l~m•nted Planowd Implemented Plannlld lmplement•d Plannm 
Oct-22 l•n-13 Oct-22 J•n-23 Oct-22 J1n-ll 

MLD residential me lkwhl S0.1425 SO 1969 S0.1425 $0.1969 $0.1425 S0.1969 
PA jwllolesale power cost ad,ustmffll} SILll.2!II! ~ SILll.2!II! so.mo SILll.2!II! Sll.l!.2.SO. 

Tooil energy eos1 lper kwhl SO 2325 • SO U19 $0 2325 • so 2219 SO 2325 • S0.2219 

v1 resident~! wstomer monthly kwh UR 662 662 300 JOO 1,100 1,100 

"""'•I• monthly resklent10I eMrgy cost S153.92 $146.90 S69.75 S66.57 S255.75 244 09 
B.uerate S425 Sil 25 S4 25 S1125 $4.25 Sn 25 

HYPA Hydro credit :S.2.li :S.2.li :S.2.li :S.2.li :S.2.li :S.2.li 
fw ra1 r ldontlal monU,ly bl S155 92 SlSS.90 S7L75 $75.57 S257,75 S25l.09 

Chan1• lrom Oct 2022" o.°" 5 3" -18" 

Chance from Oct 2022 S -$0.02 SU2 ·S4.66 

T~ JOO to I, 100 lcwh/mo r1n1• r,prtsents 72" ol customo,s 

Electric Rate Restructuring ... Next Steps 

2. New charges designed to recover higher wholesale energy costs & 
discourage high energy use during periods of high energy demand 
(peaks). 

- Residential and Small Commercial Distribution Demand Charge-highest 
power usage (kW) during any one 15-minute 1ntervall in the month 

and/or 

Time-of-Use Charge All Rate Classes - a higher energy rate (kWh) during 
peak periods {e.g. 4-8 pm) than all other times (non-peak) 

Plan for Spring 2023 implementation ... some system integration ahead 
It 

Slide 11 

This table shows the impact of the rate restructure for customers who consume significantly more or 

significantly less than the average customer. For the majority of Marblehead residents, the impact is 

going to be less $5 a month one way or the other. 

Slide 12 

As we are implementing these changes, we have further active discussions with the board to implement 

other changes. These may include demand charges and/or Time-of-Use charges. We need to make and 

test modifications to MMLD’s systems before we can contemplate implementation. These are active 

discussions, and the public is wecomed to participate by coming to the meetings of the Light 

Commission which are public meetings typically held on the last Tuesday of every month. 
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Rate Restructuring ... Why? 

3. Modify or Introduce new Specialized rates 

- new technology adoption ... solar PV arrays, EVs, home batteries, V2G, 
EV chargers 

- Low-income household rate 

- Plan for first implementations in Spring 2023 

4. Year 2 of Base Rate increases -Jan 2024 

5. Note: PPA adjustments will occur as needed in 2023 and 2024, 
in response to changing wholesale energy costs. 

Slide 13 

We also need to look at the new technologies that are coming to the market and possibly have 

specialized rates for these, which include solar arrays, home batteries, Electric Vehicles including those 

that have the possibility to send electricity back to the grid (EV2G). Level 3 chargers, if implemented in 

town, put specific new constraints on the infrastructure and may necessitate their own rate. 

Importantly, we are about to implement a new Low-Income household rate. 

Please, keep in mind that the Rate Restructure changes that are going to be implemented in 2023 are 

the first phase of this plan, and that a further change to the rates will take place in January 2024. 

Please also understand that the projections shown on slides 10 and 11 show constant energy rates to 

illustrate the effect of the rate restructure. Given the high volatility in the energy markets, it likely we 

will see some changes in the prices of the energy that MMLD purchases in the next two years. These 

changes would be reflected in evolving PPA charges. 
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Winter 2022-23 Electric Service Reliability 
November 29, 2022 

ow I G ,, r I Mana r 
www.marbleheadelectrlc.com 

J ow hk@mhdld com 

Why Are We Here? 

• "ISO New England has advised the region that New England faces a 
precarious fuel supply risk that could necessitate emergency actions 
if a severe prolonged cold snap hits the region this winter." 

• "ISO-NE statements and presentations acknowledge that under the 
low probability of a prolonged cold snap this winter, load shedding 
may occur." 

• This situation is caused by an inadequate supply of natural gas to 
N.E. to meet the increased needs for home heating and electric 
power generation. 

- MMWEC Bulletin to member MLPs, includins MMLD 

Slide 2 

ISO-NE has advised New England that we could face a precarious fuel supply risk this winter. If we had a 

very severe prolonged cold spell, it is possible that fuel supply might curtail the grid ability to supply the 

electricity needed. If that is the case, after all conservations measures and appeals possibilities have 

been exhausted, it is possible that ISO NE order “load-shedding”. 

A load-shed means that we would receive a directive to drop our electricity consumption. In 

Marblehead, we would begin planned black-outs, and we would rotate them around the town. 

This meeting will explain how MMLD would implement such orders. 
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objective ... Be Prepared 

We want Marbleheaders to understand a rolling blackout: 

• is a low probability event ... zero occurrences in ISO's 25 years 

• WILL be an annoyance and an inconvenience, but NOT a 
reason to panic. 

• Would likely be preceded by multiple public steps by ISO-NE, 
days in advance 

• May become a lower concern than the extreme weather 
events we've experienced in recent Octobers. 

Slide 3 

We need to be proactive in planning, we need to be prepared, but we also need to understand that it is 

A low probability event 

ISO-NE has operated the grid in New England for the last 25 years, and there has never been a “load-

shed” event. It is not that we forgot about it, it has never happened. 

If it were to happen, it will be an inconvenience, but we can all plan for this inconvenience. We should 

also get some advance warning that this would happen. This is not likely caused by two days of very cold 

weather, but a prolonged extreme weather event. We will hear about it. But the news reports will be 

part of the confusion, as multiple news sources may well have different reports about the weather, 

about what is happening in other places, in National Grid territory, but Marblehead residents need to 

understand what is happening in Marblehead, and what is likely to happen. 

Due to our specific geography, we have suffered more in the late October storms of the last four years 

that we would if a load-shed were necessary. We have dealt with chaos unleashed by extreme wind 

storms. What would happen this winter would be announced and planned ahead of time. 

It is a matter of taking some precautions up-front. 

No doubt it would be an inconvenience, but we have dealt with worse. 
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What is (compulsory) Load Shedding? 

• MMLD relies on the ISO-NE grid for our electric power. Under 
extreme conditions, ISO may direct us to reduce our 
customers' demand for electricity, by disconnecting customers. 

• load shed simulations are conducted monthly by MMLD. The 
load shed amount is communicated as % of the current load, 
e.g. shed 10% of 15 MW. 

• In monthly simulations, the amount of time we have execute 
the load shed is short ... 10 minutes. 

How much warning would we get? 

Considering accurate weather forecasts and ISO's escalating steps - it's 
reasonable to assume we'll get one or more days of advanced warning 

• Most likely to happen during a sustained, multi-day cold spell. 
• 150 will communicate escalating abno>mal operating conditions 

- M/LCC2 - Master Local Control Procedure #2 (MLCC2)-early, low level 
warning. Stop non-essential work on generators, prepare to run 

- OP-4 (Operating Procedure 4) - ISO-NE begin multiple early steps: 
widespread public alerts, start-up reserve plants as Wilkins, prepare 
emergency energy transactions, and ask for voluntary load shed 

- OP-7 - ISO-NE issues emergency actions including compulsory load shedding 

Slide 4 

MMLD does not generate electricity in Marblehead, we rely on the ISO-NE grid. 

Every month, MMLD runs exercises with ISO-NE. We run load shed simulations regularly. 

We would be ordered a percentage reduction, maybe 10% or 20%. If we get to that stage, it is that ISO-

NE is trying to keep the grid from failing: they would be telling us, “shut things down”. And that is what 

we would do. But we would have, at this late stage, very little time to react. 

Slide 5 

The current forecast is for a rather mild winter. Of course, a polar vortex might develop, and the 

weather forecast would let us know several days in advance. We would hear about this ahead of time in 

the news. 

Then we would hear different levels of warnings from ISO-NE... 
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what are we doing? 

• Review the likely conditions that might lead to a 150-
NE/National Grid load shed situation. 

• Documenting the actions MMLD proposes to take 

• Identify and review the complementary actions taken by other 
town departments to mitigate the negative consequences 

• Identify any gaps in the plan and the depts to address them 

• Develop an appropriate communications plan to the public 

• Follow-through on the pre-event communications 

At first, they would tell all the plants that are currently idle to get ready to generate electricity: “if you 
are doing any maintenance, stop and get ready to run”. That’s their M/LCC2 procedure. 

The second warning would come from ISO-NE reaching its OP-4 procedure stage. Public communications 

will be made at that stage asking for the public to conserve energy as much as possible. ISO-NE will also 

probably dispatch the Wilkins Plant, the diesel peaker generating unit we have in town. The Wilkins plant, 

generates 5 MW of power, which is not a huge number for a generating unit. ISO-NE controls when it runs, 

MMLD operates it. If we are asked to run the Wilkins plant, all the generating units on the grid that can are 

running flat out. If the weather forecast is still very frigid cold for several days, then we will know that we 

have to be ready for the next level order (OP-7) and prepare to execute rolling black-outs. We will see this 

coming. But if the order does come, it will be at short notice, an emergency for the grid. But not for 

Marblehead. We will execute the plan to shed load. 

Slide 6 

Having reviewed the likely conditions that might trigger the “load-shed” order, we are documenting our 

actions. We are exchanging with all the departments in town: everybody is working together as a team. 

Any good plan also identifies realistically what our limitations are. 

Most importantly, we are developing a communication plan, of which today is an element. 
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Multiday Cold Spell...as Jan 31, 2022@ 2-3 PM 
Hourty Temperature in January 2022 at Bev«ly Municipal Airport 

20' .!. O< 

2AM 

MMLD Load on Jan 31, 2022 @ 2-3 pm was 14.2 MWh 

Slide 7 

On this slide, we identified a cold spell of last year. While it maybe not as extreme as the frigid weather 

that would trigger a load-shed event, we do know what is the load in town on such a day. In this 

example, 14.2 MWh, as seen in the next slide. 

Slide 8 
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example Load Shed plan 

• MMLD 14.2 MWh Load at HE 15 on day 3 of frigid cold temps 

• ISO-dispatched our Wilkins plant to run, starting on day 2. (So 
not available for MMLD self-dispatch.) Two substation 
employees are assigned to run Wilkins 

• ISO-NE/National Grid contacts MMLD to shed 10% of load 

• MMLD sets target to shed 14.2 MW x 10% = 1.42 MW. 

• Begin rolling blackouts, on 2-3 hour intervals throughout Town. 
2 to 3 Circuits are shut off during each interval. 

• ISO gives NO indication how long the load shed will be needed. 

Slide 9 

If we have to shed 1.42 MW, as in this example, we have to organize ourselves and have personnel 

ready to implement these blackouts. We anticipate that ISO-NE will already have dispatched our 5 MW 

generator and that it is not available for self-dispatch. If the order for load-shed came and Wilkins had 

not been dispatched, we would start the plant and would not have to cut electricity to residents. But 

this is an unlikely situation given the likely sequence of escalating warnings we anticipate to receive. 

Assuming the Wilkins plant has been dispatched by ISO to run means that we need to have MMLD 

personnel at that plant. MMLD is not a huge operation, so we are currently training our line staff to be 

qualified and able to fill different roles during these very unusual operating conditions. 

We would cut power from some of the circuits in the town. We have 22 circuits in town that distribute 

electricity neighborhood by neighborhood. We know how much load each of these circuits contribute, 

and we would cut the number of circuits that we would need to shed the 10% or the 20% amount 

ordered. The electricity would be cut for two or three hours. This is short enough that the house will not 

freeze, the pipes will not burst, and it would be an inconvenience. We would then rotate to another part 

of town after that period of time. If the order from ISO-NE lasts for a long time, if it is a multi-day event, 

we may have to repeat the process several times until the grid emergency is resolved. We likely will not 

know how long the load-shed event might last. 

Each of the circuit is identified by a two-digit number. We are currently working with our billing company 

and our online bill payment service company to make sure that by the end of the month we include the 

circuit number on every customer bill. 

While we have a schedule for the order of cuts we would plan, we will not communicate this information 

for operational and security reasons. In a 10% load shedding scenario, we are currently planning to avoid 

cutting power to schools while they are in operation to minimize disruptions. Essential facilities in town 

should have back-up power. 

IF YOU ARE DEPENDENT ON A LIFE SAVING MEDICAL DEVICE AND DO NOT HAVE INDEPENDENT BACK-

UP POWER, PLEASE CONTACT MMLD at (781) 631-5600 to provide us details on your specific situation. 

The Brown school is the primary designated shelter in case of emergency. Fire Chief Gilliland is working 

to equip the Community Center with back-up power to make it also a possible emergency shelter. 
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Communications Plan 

PRE-EVENT Planning: 
- There are 22 circuits in Marblehead ... two digit numbers 
- Customers to learn which electric circuit they're on e.g. 51 or 62 ... MMLD 

to add that number on monthly electric bills; if needed, we will send a 
separate dedicated US mall and/or email. 

- Strongly encourage all residents to Register for CodeRED NOW ... text, 
email and voicemail; 

- Contact MMLD online or 781-631-5600 to give us your current mobile, 
phone and email. 

- For personal and public utility security reasons we are NOT planning to 
publish a town-wide directory of addresses with circuit numbers or circuit 
maps 

PLEAU NOff YOUIII C8'CUO' NUMBE:Jlt ta 

Ci~,;,o,mbe,,o / 
appear on bills in 
fate Dec/early Jan 

Slide 10 

Immediately ahead of a controlled rolling black-out, MMLD is planning to communicate with the 

residents using the CODE RED (our Reverse 911) system and to its database of contacts. Please make 

sure that up to date information is available, either in CODE RED or at MMLD. 

If you have not done so already, register with CODE RED your phone number to receive Texts and Phone 

messages. Register also your e-mail to receive mail messages. You will find CODE RED registration link at the 

bottom of the MMLD web site, or on Marblehead town website at https://www.marblehead.org/subscribe 

You can also update your MMLD customer contact information by contacting MMLD at 781-631-5600. 

The message all the people registered in the CODE RED system will receive will identify the circuits in 

town that will be cut off in the next few minutes. You will be able to find your circuit number on your bill 

by looking at the late December bill or the bills in 2023. The location of the information is mentioned in 

the slide 11 below. 

Slide 11 
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